Abstract-Target searching is one of the challenging research areas in defense. Different types of sensor networks are deployed for searching targets in critical zones. The selection of optimal strategies for the sensor nodes under certain constraints is the key issue in target searching problem. This paper addresses a number of target searching problems related to various defense scenarios and introduces new strategic approaches to facilitate the search operation for the mobile sensors in a two-dimensional bounded space. The paper classifies the target searching problems into two categories: preference-based and traversal distance based. In the preference based problems, the strategies for the mobile sensors are determined by Stable Marriage Problem, College Admission Problem, and voting system; they are analyzed with suitable examples. Alternatively, traversal distance based problems are solved by our proposed graph searching approaches and analyzed with randomly chosen examples. Results obtained from the examples signify that our proposed models can be applied in defense-related target searching problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Target searching has been attracting a lot of attention from the researchers of various fields such as defense, surveillance, medical, traffic control etc. for several decades. Different types of targets are searched in various search spaces (bounded/unbounded, 2/3 dimensional) under certain constraints. Alternatively, the searchers involved in different search operations can be robots, mobile/immobile sensor nodes, UAVs etc. Based on the nature/functionality, the searchers can be classified into two categories: homogeneous and heterogeneous. Heterogeneous searchers can be deployed for the same search operation. In this section, we have discussed a number of target searching problems where most of the problems have been modeled by game theory (GT) based techniques. GT is an area of Applied Mathematics, used to formulate and select the strategies in order to compute the expected payoffs of the respective players of the game. A game is basically a strategic interaction among the players in a competitive environment and the basic analogies of a game are players, actions, strategies, and payoffs. There are different types of games in GT such as normal-form, extensive-form, cooperative, noncooperative, Bayesian, stochastic, combinatorial, finitelylong, infinitely-long, zero-sum, non-zero sum, differential, search games etc. In this section, we have mainly focused on different GT-based target searching problems using wireless sensor networks (WSNs). There are several challenging areas in WSNs such as target searching/tracking, topology control, routing protocol, energy saving, power control etc., which are handled by GT. GT is one of the potential tool used to solve several security-related problems in WSNs: preventing DoS attacks, intrusion detection, detecting malicious nodes etc [1] [2] [3] .
We have discussed a number of target searching, path planning problems including preference-based searching problems using UAVs, WSNs, robots etc. using different mathematical models (mainly focusing upon GT) and the discussed problems that are relevant to our proposed work. In [4] , multiple agents aim to independently achieve their goals but multi-agent plan coordination is maximized by cooperatively executing their actions such as avoiding cross events or duplicating action. Algorithmic approaches show that the multi-agent technique is better than most advanced single-agent plan coordination technique. The work in [5] addresses a multi-target multi-searcher search and rescue path planning problem, which finds optimal solution using mixed-integer linear programming. A multi-target multirobot system in a dynamic environment is solved using a game model in which a rough priori probability map about the target location distribution in a region is given to the searchers [6] . A GT-based mobile object trapping system is introduced in which the mobile target is captured by the mobile sensors by forming coalitions and sharing significant information, thus minimizing the capturing time [7] . In [8] , different types of approaches are introduced for evacuation of pedestrians during emergency operation. The problem is modeled as an extension of dynamic network flow and heuristic methods, whose deployment and performances are compared with existing techniques. In [9] , the sequencealignment (SA) distance is introduced as an alternative solution for rank aggregation and partial rank comparison. This distance measure technique considers different sequence characteristics to determine an aggregated rank. In [10] , an incomplete information pursuit-evasion game for multiple players is presented and the strategies for the A strategic approach based on probabilistic search is discussed that involves multiple observations of the grid cells. The surveillance regions completely/partially cover multiple grid cells and also consider the changes in UAV altitude [12] . The strategies for multi-UAV cooperative search are addressed based on cumulative target existence probabilities and shows that the cooperation and types of shared information determine detection errors and search time. The simulation results show that cumulative information reduces the search time from 27% to 70% while the number of UAVs is increased from 2 to 5 [13] . A novel GT-based technique is presented to optimize a network of fixed multi-static sonar sensors under the sea to detect submarine threats [14] . The work in [15] discusses two well-known game theoretic approaches: Stable Marriage Problem (SMP) and College Admission Problem (CAP) with suitable examples. These approaches are used to match the objects of two same or different sized sets based on their preference ranking. The basic differences between the SMP and the CAP are as follows: two equal sized sets and one-to-one mapping between the sets are required for the SMP whereas two unequal sized sets and many-toone mapping between the sets are required for the CAP. There doesn't exist any stable matching method for the CAP, which makes it a dominant strategy for all members to disclose their true preferences [16] . Different properties of the SMP and the CAP are demonstrated with the simulation results in [17] . In [18] , a voting system technique is addressed in which a single winner is chosen by voting that considers preference ranking of the voters and satisfies Condorcet, Pareto, monotonicity, resolvability, reversal symmetry and independence of clones.
A novel cooperative approach combined with ant colony and particle swarm optimization is introduced for capturing a mobile object in urban areas by deploying sensor nodes before the object leaves the region [19] . A dynamic path planning algorithm is developed in which a searcher aims to search a moving object by travelling minimum path and it is based on Sub-goal Graphs and Moving Target Search. The experimental results have been compared with G-FRA*, which is still considered the best dynamic algorithm but it shows that Sub-goal Graph is at most 29 times faster in average time and at most 186 times faster in maximum time in unit step [20] . A challenging problem is addressed in [21] where a single searcher can detect the location of an unpredictable object in a simply-connected polygonal region using a randomized strategy and the problem is called as visibility dependent pursuit-evasion problem. In [22] , a moving robot aims to search a moving object in a bounded 2D convex region in minimum expected capture time and the target motion model is a crucial parameter to formulate the search strategy and the selection of the model determines the strategy. In [23] , a military based target searching problem is modeled using game theory which acts as a decision-making tool for the mission planners in searching a village during an emergency operation.
The flow of the paper is organized as follows: Preference-based target searching techniques (College Admission Problem, Stable Marriage Problem, voting system) are described in brief in section II. Section III models an approach for a searcher to search single/multiple targets by visiting all the nodes of a graph following minimum traversal distance. Section IV presents an approach to determine a minimum number of searchers to search a graph following minimum traversal distance, and in section V, all proposed approaches in the paper are summarized along with discussion and future plan.
II. PREFERENCE-BASED TARGET SEARCHING
Deployment of the sensors/UAVs/robots is highly preferable technologies for target searching in various defense scenarios such as terrorist searching, warfare scenarios etc. Advanced, well-equipped with different capabilities mobile sensors can be deployed in critical and high-risk zones, where they are used as a substitute for human resources. In this section, we have addressed an interesting area of target searching problem where the searchers /both ( and targets ) have the prior information about the locations of /opponents' but the preference ranking of certain parameters related to /opponents' are important for the search operation. The preference ranking of those parameters is known to /both sides depending upon the problem type. From the defense perspective, some crucial parameters related to and in a target searching environment are as follows: resource availability (weapon strength, defense-related equipment etc.), risk factor, attacking and defending scores etc. In this problem, individual searcher/target represents a single entity or a group of entities from a side. and apply suitable strategies (preference ranking) against each other as per opponents' priority/preference ranking based on the certain parameters. To deal with such problems, we have applied three preference-based mathematical models which are CAP, SMP and voting system, respectively. Before and start the game, these models help them to determine final preference sequence/stable matching considering single/multiple parameters depending upon their individual/common preference ranking. In our proposed model, CAP and SMP are applied based on the preference ranking by and of a particular parameter and the voting system (Schulze method) is applied considering multiple parameters with equal/unequal weights. But, we have considered all the parameters with equal weights for Schulze method. We begin the discussion with CAP and 
A. College Admission Problem (CAP)
CAP is a many-to-one matching problem whereas SMP is a one-to-one matching problem where each proposer is matched with a single acceptor, and viceversa. Therefore, SMP is a special case of CAP. CAP is more practical than SMP, thus applicable in many real time scenarios such as recruitments and school/college admissions, etc. In our proposed work, we have considered an unequal number of mobile sensors and targets. We have briefly described CAP and its application to model the target searching problem similar to warfare scenarios and analyzed it with the help of randomly chosen examples.
1) Model:
CAP deals with two disjoint sets: a set of students and a set of colleges but in the case of target searching problem, the disjoint sets are and in place of the students and the colleges, and vice-versa depending upon the problem type. In this problem, it is assumed that and rank each other based on the same parameter. In our proposed model, let number of be deployed to search number of , where is the quota of target . Each searcher ranks in the order of its preferences considering the same parameter; while ignoring the targets, which are unacceptable under any conditions (it is sometimes feasible but not always). It is assumed that there are no ties in preference ranking by and . Therefore, we get two different preference matrices for and .
Let the number of searchers and the targets to be five, and three , respectively. Each searcher has preference ranking for as follows:
(i.e. the order signifies is preferred most and is least preferred by ). Accordingly, has the following preference ranking and quotas for : has the preference ranking for as follows with quota , has the preference ranking for as follows with quota and has the preference ranking for as follows > with quota . Now, we analyze the outcomes of the above example based on the CAP model as follows:
accepts the proposals of its top two choices , respectively and reaches its quota of two places. Therefore, both and don't deviate from their actions. accepts first its top most priority based entity . On the other hand, prefers over but has already reached its quota because prefers over . So, cannot replace or by . Therefore, both and don't deviate their actions. Based on the preference sequence of , it accepts the proposal of and alternatively can't deviate its action because have already reached their limit. This matching can be said as stable matching. The expected outcomes of the above example as per CAP are as follows: matching , matching , and matching . In the above example, is left because it is not matched with any of the targets but in real-time, it is not practical as far as target searching problem is concerned. Therefore, by slightly modifying CAP model, the search scenario can be satisfied for real-time. chooses it's course of action wherein all searchers are simultaneously deployed in the search operation. Then, revises the quota for individual entities of from the original values in such a way that the total number of quota for all the entities of must be equal to the total number of . Now, CAP can be directly applied based on the revised quotas of . Alternatively, if number of is lesser than number of , then, and follow the CAP and updates its quota from the original values depending upon the number of as per the discussion mentioned above.
2) Student
(Searcher) Optimal Deferred Acceptance (SODA): The SODA algorithm is same as the Gale-Shapley algorithm. Each searcher proposes to the most preferable target , if has not reached its quota. It matches only if it is preferable to being unmatched. Alternatively, if has reached its quota and prefers the new to an already matched , then matches the new and releases the old . The matching obtained from the SODA algorithm is always student (searcher)-optimal.
3) College (Target) Optimal Deferred Acceptance:
CODA algorithm is same as Gale-Shapley algorithm. Each target proposes to the most preferable searcher . It matches only if it is preferable to being unmatched. If prefers the new to an already matched target and the new doesn't reach its quota, then matches the new and releases the old . The matching obtained from CODA algorithm is always college (target)-optimal.
B. Stable Marriage Problem (SMP)
The fundamental differences between SMP and CAP model are mapping between the entities and quota constraint. In SMP, a number of men (here, searchers ) and women (here, targets ) are equal; mapping between and is one-to-one and reservation quota for and is one. In CAP, we have already observed that the number of students ( ) and colleges ( ) are unequal; mapping between and is many-to-one and reservation quota for is determined by the mission planner of the target/searcher side depending upon the problem type. Therefore, SMP can be applied to search a single target by a single searcher considering one-to-one mapping rule and preference ranking by both of them. SMP is yet not an ideal approach to model real-time scenarios because in practical one-to-one mapping between and rarely happens in target searching scenarios. SMP and its application to model target searching problem similar to warfare scenarios are discussed below.
Model: SMP is also called Gale-Shapley algorithm. In this model, the participants -men‖ and -women‖ are replaced by and . First, each unengaged proposes to the most preferable for itself and each target ( ) responds "can be selected" if it gets better choice than previous one otherwise directly replies "no" to all other where is its old pair with top most preference. is then temporarily engaged to the most preferable till that time and is also temporarily engaged to . In this way in every round, each unengaged first proposes to its most preferable to whom has not proposed till that time without considering whether is already engaged and then each target replies "can be selected" if is presently not engaged or if gets the proposal from of higher preference over its present mate. In this case, rejects its present mate who becomes unengaged. This process continues until everyone in the set is engaged.
In the example, we have considered three searchers and three targets for computing final pairs applying Gale-Shapley algorithm. In Table 1 ., the first number in each cell represents the ranking of by ; the second number is the ranking of by . and formulate their strategies in searching/hiding operation as per SMP model. Therefore, both of them compute the stable matching preference list before they involve themselves in the operation. Final matching between the entities of and is determined as follows: In round 1, prefers , since is previously unmatched, becomes engaged to . Similarly, prefers and since is previously unmatched, gradually becomes engaged to . Accordingly, is also engaged to . As approaches , is benefitted whereas is not. On the other hand, if approaches , then, is engaged to , is engaged to and is engaged to . In this case, is benefitted whereas is not benefitted. Another dimension of the SMP is where and choose their second most preferred match, which means is engaged to , is engaged to and is engaged to [15] . In many examples, it is not compulsory for SMP that and get their top preferences to yield a stable matching which is computed as per the method discussed in this section.
C. Voting system: Schulze method
In real-time, sometimes it happens that is aware of various information about such as distance from opponents, resource availability, risk factor, attacking and defending score etc, but doesn't have any information about . Parameters of can have equal/unequal weights (number of voters in a specific preference sequence pattern as per Schulze method) depending upon the problem type. determines the final preference sequence for by applying Schulze method considering certain parameters and weight of each parameter of which are important for the search operation.
Schulze method:
denotes the number of voters (assumed to be parameters in our problem) which prefers a T to b T
Determine path from a
T to b T of weight w which is a sequence of vertices 12 , , , n V V V following these rules mentioned below a.
( , , , T T T T and 5 T respectively. Say, S sets the preference sequence 1 2 3 4 5
T T T T T    
based on distance from opponents, 3 T T T T T     based on defending score etc. In this example, the weights of all the parameters are assumed as one but the algorithm works for any weights of different parameters of T . In real-time, unequal weights of different parameters are quite possible and the weights can be determined by the decision maker for S based on the prior information about T . First, pairwise preferences are computed from the preference sequences of Table 2 . Initially, when 1 T and
2
T are pairwise compared, the total weight 1+1+1+1= 4 is computed where 1 T is more preferable than 2 T and the total weight is 1 where 2 T is more preferable than 1 T . Therefore, we can evaluate 12 ( , ) 4 p T T  and 21 ( , ) 1 p T T  . The pairwise preferences are computed for all the pairs in Table 3 . 
a b b a p T T p T T  else they are indicated with green color. We cannot determine the final preference sequence in this step.
In next step, the highest weighted paths are determined, therefore, a directed graph is drawn based on the weights of the pairs. In Fig.1 
T T p T T p T T 
, then, the highest weighted path is computed using intermediate vertices). Therefore, the values in the above table remain unchanged. Now, we can determine final preference sequences using Schulze method. As an example, we compare 1 T and 2 T and observe
Therefore, it can be inferred that 1 T is better than 2 T . We compare for all the vertex pairs following this procedure.
Finally, we determine the relations for all the pairs 1  2 1  3 1  4 1  5 2  3 , , , , ,            2  4 2  5 3  4 3  5 4  5 , , , , ,
T T T T T T T T T T

Based on these relations, it can be inferred that- 
T T T T T    
Based on this final preference sequence considering all the parameters of T , S formulates strategies to accomplish the search operation. The Schulze method is effective when either multiple parameters of T are required to choose the decision or final preference sequence of a single parameter is determined considering the preference sequences of each entity of S based on prior information or past experiences.
III. MINIMIZING TRAVERSAL DISTANCE FOR SEARCHING TARGETS
In this section, we develop and demonstrate a novel approach that can be applied in terrorist 4. The earliest iteration in which all the vertices of are visited, the search process terminates and rest of the possible search paths are ignored. Finally, we determine the sequence of vertices that form the optimal search path for .
Note: There can be multiple optimal paths, any one among all the optimal paths can be chosen. Once visits all the vertices of , then, the search operation terminates. In Table 4 ., the last row represents the final outcome. It shows that ABCDEF is the optimal path to accomplish the search operation by traversing the minimum distance and the length of the path is five units.
Random-scenario:
The proposed approach for the given problem works for all kind of graphs but suffers from the computational overhead. The computation of graph searching becomes costlier for a large size graph in which the number of vertices and edges are large but in a parallel computing environment, the computational overhead of the search operation can be reduced. To the best of our knowledge, there is no convincing solution for this problem till now.
IV. DETERMINING MINIMUM NUMBER OF SEARCHERS TO SEARCH A GRAPH IN MINIMUM TRAVERSAL DISTANCE
In this section, we develop and demonstrate another novel approach that can be applied in terrorist searching/warfare scenarios in which a set of mobile sensors are deployed as searchers () S . It is assumed that S has the map of the entire search space but they don't know the exact locations of the immobile targets () T in the search space. The search space is represented as a graph () G where the set of vertices () V and edges () E are probable hiding locations for T and all possible routes among the hiding locations and the starting position of S respectively. It is assumed in our proposed model that all the vertices have equal distance from their neighbor vertices. The aim of this proposed work is to search T in the graph by traversing the minimum distance from s v (starting location of all the searchers are same) using minimum number of S . To achieve the goal, we introduce a novel graph searching method. In this way, we can determine the minimum number of searchers which are deployed to search the entire graph by traversing the minimum distance. We have randomly chosen a graph illustrated in Fig. 3 for analyzing the proposed approach for searching by the time taken to travel from using a minimum number of . The given graph in the example contains 11 vertices A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J and K, connected with certain edges. The starting vertex for is A represented by an arrow in Fig. 3 .
Random-scenario:
In this section, we determine the minimum number of required to accomplish the search operation by the distance traversed to reach from . Due to the large size of the graph, and are not illustrated in the form of matrices. Initially, contains all the vertices of the graph except source vertex (A), contains only A and δ=0. We directly move to step 2 as per the proposed method and show the outcomes obtained from this step in Table 5 . The above example satisfies step 2.b., therefore, can randomly choose one of the combinations among six possible and finds a path. Say, has chosen the path ABDEHIK, therefore, C, F, G and J vertices are left in . So, one searcher is required to be deployed to traverse the path ABDEHIK. Next, we move to step 4 and thereafter step 5. The path ABDEHIK has a path length of six units. So, we have to find the path of at most using the set of vertices of (C, F, G, J). So, we can find a path from any subset of and the possible paths are ACDEFEG, ACDEGEF and ACDEGJ, respectively. We can randomly choose one of the three paths. Let us choose the path ACDEFEG. So, another searcher is required to be deployed to traverse the path ACDEFEG. Now, contains a single element J, then, we can find one of the shortest paths from A to J. There are four possible paths ABDEHJ/ ABDEGJ/ ACDEHJ/ ACDEGJ, respectively. So, another searcher is required to be deployed to search one of the four paths mentioned above. Therefore, we need to deploy minimum three searchers (δ=3) to search the graph by traversal distance six units. This approach works for all kind of networks but suffers from computational overhead like the previous approach in section III. The computation of graph searching becomes costlier for a large size graph but in a parallel computing environment, the computational overhead of the search operation can be reduced.
Section III and section IV do not illustrate the overall performance of the proposed methods based on largescale simulations because the results depend upon the structure of the graph (number of vertices and edges, connectivity among the vertices and the initial positions of the searchers and the targets). We haven't shown the results for different graphs due to the space constraints.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper highlights different types of defense-related target searching problems and the proposed approaches are analyzed with the results obtained from randomly chosen examples. It is already mentioned in the paper that searchers are basically mobile sensors and the targets can be different types and capabilities of objects. We have aimed to facilitate the strategy selection for the searchers to search the targets in different defense scenarios. Three preference-based target searching problems have been addressed; the preference-based target searching problems have been solved using Stable Marriage Problem, College Admission Problem, and voting system, respectively. On the other hand, two novel target searching approaches have been developed and demonstrated to minimize the traversal distance and the number of searchers is minimized to accomplish the search operation. The results obtained from the given examples justify the significance of our proposed models. In future, we plan to model more complex real-time target searching problems related to defense considering more constraints and involving more intelligent targets in a complex environment, where game theoretic and other mathematical approaches can be applied to model such problems. 
